
Automated completeness and conformity check of your
Data Processing Agreements DPA

The world's first AI-powered software for DPA provides guidance
on formulating clauses

The web application CARA28 is the result of a collaboration
between caralegal, established AI specialist Merantix Momentum,
and renowned data protection consultancy ISiCO
Datenschutz GmbH

Review Data Processing 
Agreements in seconds
- with CARA28 by caralegal



Save time with CARA28:

CARA28 empowers Data Protection Officers to efficiently and 
automatically verify Data Processing Agreements DPA for completeness 
and conformity, resulting in significant time and resource savings. The 
collaboration with esteemed data protection consultancy ISiCO 
Datenschutz GmbH ensures the high precision of the results in terms of 
data protection.

The The CARA28 web application helps Data Protection Officers reduce the 
time-consuming DPA review process by 90% through AI. Review tasks 
are accomplished in a few minutes on average, compared to the usual 2 
hours.

A typical DPA review often depends on conventional checklists. What if 
you could save time by receiving direct formulation aids for completeness 
and conformity, not needing to navigate through extensive checklists any 
longer?

CARA28 enables fully automated DPA reviews, potentially reducing 
review time by up to 90%.

Why CARA28?
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Manual DPA review

1 hour 2 hours

Time savings in your DPA review

90% time reduction



Select DPA
Upload DPA in PDF format
The document is processed within seconds
Secure storage solely in the browser cache

Anonymise confidential
data
Anonymise sensible data
User-friendly and intuitive interface
Personalised configuration options

Complete payment transaction
Receive a free preview of the result
easy payment via credit card or voucher code
for custom packages
Secure purchase process provided by our
payment service provider Stripe

Get results fast
Clear compilation of all findings
Obtain guidance on formulating clauses
Download the comprehensive result in
PDF format

How does CARA28 work?
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What is included in the
CARA28 review result?

Completeness check
CARA28 ensures that all necessary aspects and sections required by Article 28 of 
the GDPR are included in the data processing agreement. If relevant clauses are 

missing, CARA28 clearly indicates the areas that need attention.

Conformity check of the clauses
CARA28 verifies the clauses found in the data processing agreement to ensure 
they comply with the current data protection requirements. Previously being 
trained by legal experts, the AI specifically identifies potential violations or 

deviations from legal norms and guidelines.

Automated TOM-completeness
check

CARA28 currently performs TOM completeness checks and identifies gaps 
automatically. Our team is already working on having the AI assess TOM based on 

your protection level - a feature which will be available in the future.

Smart guidance on formulating
clauses

CARA28 recommends legal expert-verified clauses for contract 
formulation, ensuring the creation of more precise and legally sound 

clauses in the data processing agreement.

You will receive the result of your DPA review as a downloadable Word document.
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Need to review more than 10 DPA? Get in touch with 
our team for a custom and non-binding proposal. 

Reach us at sales@caralegal.eu.

Take the next step – have your DPA 
automatically reviewed
on dpa.caralegal.ai
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https://caralegal.eu/en/dpa-software/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=sales&utm_campaign=cara28&utm_content=7pager


Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Is CARA28 an online checklist for DPA?
Not at all. CARA28 goes beyond a checklist, since it  automatically scrutinises 
your data processing agreements for conformity and completeness. It also 
offers improvement suggestions for precise formulation, considering over 70 
data protection requirements during the review.

Can CARA28 compare two different DPA with each other? 

No, CARA28 cannot compare two DPA with each other. Instead, the 
software examines each of your DPA individually. 

How secure is uploading my DPA to CARA28?

For CARA28, we have conducted rigorous security tests, including penetration 
tests, and have checked for all known vulnerabilities. The measures 
implemented across different layers of defence ensure the maximum security 
of your data.

Which types of contracts can I review with CARA28?

CARA28 is specifically designed for the review of data processing 
agreements according to Art. 32 of the GDPR. The underlying AI has 
been trained with fully completed data processing agreements. 
Therefore, evaluating DPA templates with multiple potential text sections 
is not possible. 

Where is my data stored?

Your DPA is initially stored locally in the browser cache. You then have the 
option to anonymise the document or replace confidential data with 
placeholders before the actual DPA review takes place in our data centre. 

How much does an automated DPA review from CARA28 cost? 

The standard price for a single DPA review is 49.9 EUR. For larger quantities, 
we offer customised package prices. Feel free to contact us for your 
personalised quote.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Where is the data centre for CARA28  located?
CARA28 is hosted in Germany within the Open Telekom Cloud OTC.

How does the payment process work? 
The payment process is conducted securely and in compliance with data 
protection through our external payment service provider Stripe. Credit 
card payment is available through Stripe. For other payment options (e.g., 
advance payment via invoice), please contact us at sales@caralegal.eu. 

I haven't uploaded a DPA, yet I still receive suggestions for 
improvement. Why?

CARA28 has been trained to examine clauses in documents according to 
GDPR requirements under Article 28. As a result, CARA28 analyses every 
text in every document with the aim of providing recommendations for a 
complete and compliant data processing agreement. CARA28 has not been 
trained to recognize DPA specifically or distinguish them from other types 
of contracts.
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